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Theoretical models can help to overcome experimental limitations to better our understanding of lung
physiology and disease. While such efforts often begin in broad terms by determining the effect of a dis-
ease process on a relevant biological output, more narrowly defined simulations may inform clinical
practice. Two such examples are phenotype-specific and patient-specific models, the former being speci-
fic to a group of patients with common characteristics, and the latter to an individual patient, in view of
likely differences (heterogeneity) between patients. However, in order for such models to be useful, they
must be sufficiently accurate, given the available data about the specific characteristics of the patient. We
show that, for asthma in particular, this approach is promising: phenotype-specific targeting may be an
effective way of selecting patients for treatment based on their airway remodelling phenotype, and
patient-specific targeting may be viable with the use of a clinically-plausible dataset. Specifically we con-
sider asthma and its treatment by bronchial thermoplasty, in which the airway smooth muscle layer is
directly targeted by thermal energy. Patient-specific and phenotype-specific models in this context are
considered using a combination of biobank data from ex vivo tissue samples, CT imaging, and optical
coherence tomography which allows more detailed resolution of the airway wall structures.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding of lung physiology and disease is often compli-
cated by limitations on in vivomeasurements. Functional measure-
ments taken at the mouth, such as forced expiratory volume in one
second or resistance, offer only an integrated assessment of overall
function and cannot isolate abnormalities to specific structures or
tissues. Imaging approaches such as CT or magnetic resonance
imaging offer more specific information, but limited resolution
means that smaller airways cannot be directly assessed (Castro
et al., 2011) without extremely high energy sources which are
impractical for clinical use (Dubsky et al., 2017; Murrie et al.,
2020). Ex vivo tissue experiments offer valuable insight (e.g.
Noble et al., 2013), but it is difficult to recreate the in vivo environ-
ment and impossible to study important interactions between air-
ways and/or parenchyma in the integrated system. Thus
mathematical models have a role to play in integrating information
from these diverse sources in order to better understand lung
pathophysiology and the response to conventional and novel
therapies.

All of the above is particularly true for asthma. Despite being
a relatively common condition, the underlying pathophysiology
is surprisingly poorly understood. While there is clearly a role
for both inflammatory pathways (which result in increased air-
way wall thickness, amongst other things) and contraction of air-
way smooth muscle (ASM, activation of which transiently
narrows the airways), the precise pathways involved, and rela-
tive contributions of each, are difficult to pin down (Wang
et al., 2018; Elliot et al., 2018). In part this is thought to be
due to the phenotypic breadth of the disease, with different fea-
tures (pathologies) occurring in different cases (e.g. Wenzel,
2006; Wenzel, 2012).

The confusion around asthma extends to treatment approaches.
One relatively recent therapy for asthma is bronchial thermoplasty
(BT) which targets the ASM layer directly using radiofrequency
energy delivered via bronchoscope (Cox et al., 2006). This is
appealing because it targets the ASM layer directly, and thermal
ablation of the ASM should result in mitigation of acute airway
narrowing driven by ASM activation. However, BT is limited to a
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relatively small number of relatively large airways, while many
researchers believe that smaller airways play an important role
in asthma (Ueda et al., 2006). In addition, clinical trials of BT have
shown consistent improvements only in patient-reported mea-
sures (such as quality-of-life questionnaire scores and rescue med-
ication use) but not in quantitative measurements of lung function
(such as forced expiratory volume in one second) (Cox et al., 2007;
Pavord et al., 2007). Because the former are susceptible to the pla-
cebo effect, a sham-controlled trial was run (Castro et al., 2010),
and although it reported non-placebo improvement in addition
to a substantial placebo component, BT remains controversial
(Laxmanan and Egressy, 2016; Iyer and Lim, 2014).

In part, this is because the underlying mechanism of action has
been unclear. In an attempt to identify the underlying mechanism
of BT, we employed a mathematical modelling approach to demon-
strate likely changes in ventilation heterogeneity, providing an
underlying mechanism of action and a possible explanation for
inconsistent clinical findings (Donovan et al., 2018). This model
is based on thousands of ex vivo tissue samples used to calibrate
airway structures in different disease states (Tough et al., 1996;
Hessel et al., 1999; Salkie et al., 1998; Green et al., 2010), and sug-
gests that the underlying mechanism of action in BT is reduction in
ventilation heterogeneity, which has empirical backing from
hyperpolarized magnetic resonance imaging (Thomen et al.,
2015). Ventilation patterns in asthma have long been known to
be highly heterogeneous, with some regions of the lung over-
ventilated while others are under-ventilated (Anafi and Wilson,
2001; Venegas et al., 2005); this is variously known as clustered
ventilation defects, ventilation heterogeneity, or patchy ventila-
tion. This modelling suggests that the principal benefit of BT is
due to reduction in ventilation heterogeneity that results in
improved long-term outcomes, and that post-BT functional
improvements arise from ASM ablation in the treated central air-
ways alone, with treatment effects propagating toward the periph-
ery in the form of reduced ventilation heterogeneity. Moreover,
this produces physiological benefit that may not be captured by
routine lung function assessment but will be reflected by indirect
measures of disease severity. Alternative assessment methodolo-
gies are also beginning to show non-placebo improvement in phys-
iological observations such as airway volume assessed by CT
(Langton et al., 2019a,b).

Here we are concerned with extending these findings from the
generic situation, e.g. concerned with asthma only as a broad dis-
ease, into more specific settings: phenotype-specific, and patient-
specific:

� Phenotype-specific modelling. Many different asthma phenotypes
have been proposed. Here we focus on the airway remodelling
phenotypes identified by Elliot et al. (2015) which can be differ-
entiated by airway remodelling in different sized airways. (Air-
way remodelling is the process by which the airway wall and
airway smooth muscle layers become thicker in asthma; in gen-
eral, increases in remodelling result in decreases in lung func-
tion.) Specifically, Elliot et al. (2015) document three airway
remodelling phenotypes in asthma: i) airway remodelling only
in the large airways; ii) airway remodelling only in the small
airways; and iii) airway remodelling occurring in both large
and small airways. We will use a model of lung function and
BT to assess the relative efficacy of BT in these structural
phenotypes.

� Patient-specific modelling. A more distant goal is patient-specific
modelling. That is, rather than placing a patient within a pheno-
type, and then making an assessment based on phenotype-
specific modelling, it might be possible to make individual
assessments based on specific information about the airway
abnormalities in any one patient. In principle it may be possible,
for example, to design patient-specific targeted therapies to
select which airways to treat with BT (Hall et al., 2019;
Donovan et al., 2019). However, this relies critically on the
availability of patient-specific data. While it may be possible
to design such therapies in theory, given data of sufficient qual-
ity, it is much more challenging to do so using only data which
can be plausibly collected in a clinical setting. Here we will con-
sider the types of clinically plausible data, and their uncertain-
ties, and how those underlying uncertainties propagate forward
into uncertainty of predictions. This uncertainty quantification
will help to determine the feasibility of patient-specific mod-
elling efforts based upon these data sources.
Specifically we will consider the potential roles for CT, optical
coherence tomography (OCT), polarization sensitive OCT (PS-
OCT), and biobank structural data. CT is clinically common
and provides information about the structure of the larger air-
ways (principally lumen volume, airway length, and branching
pattern), though cannot resolve small airways nor differentiate
between different tissue types within the airway wall. OCT is
more invasive, using a bronchoscope to image the airways,
including airway wall thickness; a more recent development
is the polarization sensitive variant, which allows differentia-
tion between different tissue types within the airway wall, prin-
cipally airway smooth muscle (Adams et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2018) (see Fig. 1a). Although PS-OCT is only at the development
stage, bronchoscopy is a relatively common procedure, and as
such, PS-OCT is clinically plausible within the foreseeable
future. However, even with OCT/PS-OCT, there are many air-
ways which are too small (and numerous) for direct assessment
in this way. Here we assume the use of biobank tissue sample
data to construct a statistical model of those airways which can-
not be directly measured. Thus there are several sources of
uncertainty: i) measurement error from CT in the large airways
(without tissue differentiation); ii) measurement error from
OCT/PS-OCT in the large airways, including wall and ASM dis-
crimination; and iii) uncertainty in the small airways due to sta-
tistical representation from biobank samples. We assess the
relative contributions to the overall uncertainty of each, and
this the plausibility of patient-specific modelling based on these
data sources.

2. Models and methods

We divide the presentation of the model into two sections for
clarity. The underlying dynamical model considers the coupled
behaviour of each airway and the subsequent evolution of flow
through those airways as a network model. This is based on
Donovan (2016, 2017) and the ideas of Anafi and Wilson (2001),
Venegas et al. (2005) and ultimately is a system of ordinary differ-
ential equations, obtained after elimination of the algebraic side-
constraints from the original system of differential-algebraic equa-
tions. The behaviour of this model is of course crucially dependent
upon the airway tree structure in which these equations are solved
(or more correctly, as the parameters of the system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations). This model is described in Section 2.2. The air-
way tree structure in turn is described by its own statistical
models, which describe the information about airway structure
which is obtainable by CT, OCT and PS-OCT on a patient-specific
basis, and also from the biobank. This is the underlying uncertainty
in the inputs to be quantified in the outputs. These models are
described in Section 2.1.

2.1. Airway tree structure and model domain

The geometry of the airway tree, and hence the parameters of
the dynamical model, are described by a family of models for each



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of model elements.
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of the potential data sources: CT imaging, OCT/PS-OCT assessment
via bronchoscopy, and biobank tissue sample data. Each of these
models are described below.

CT. A patient-specific geometry of the large airways from Clark
et al. (2014) and Hedges and Clark (2015) is used. This was
obtained by use of CT imaging data to define the model geometry
to the level of the first sub-segmental branches. The result of this
segmentation process is a geometry of the large airways, in terms
of airway radius, length, and branching geometry which we treat
as ground truth. (We neglect error in the CT segmentation process;
the utility of this assumption will become apparent later and dis-
cussed more fully.) Airways beyond this level were generated using
a volume-filling branching algorithm (Tawhai et al., 2004). For an
example, see Fig. 1c. We assume that CT is unable to reliably pro-
vide information about airway structures beyond airway radius,
length, and branching geometry.

Biobank tissue samples. One way of obtaining information about
the properties of the airway tree which cannot be directly assessed
by imaging is to use histological examination of extensive post
mortem tissue samples to calibrate a statistical model of these
properties. This is the approach used in Donovan et al. (2018)
and based on the Prairie Plains Asthma Study dataset (Tough
et al., 1996; Hessel et al., 1999; Salkie et al., 1998; Green et al.,
2010). Briefly, airways are classified by Horsfield order, which
appropriately accounts for the asymmetric branching pattern of
the human airway tree (Horsfield et al., 1971). Then for each air-
way order, and disease status, the histological dataset of 2,339
sampled airways is used to fit a tri-variate log-normal distribution
describing the three key parameters for each airway: basement
membrane perimeter (Pbm), total wall area, and ASM area1. Fitting
of these distributions is described in detail, including plots and fitted
distributions, in the data supplement of ref Donovan et al. (2018).
Using this statistical model, then, airway structure parameters
1 These quantities are traditionally expressed as cross-sectional areas, rather than
thickness in three dimensions, see Fig. 1a. In intuitive terms, basement membrane
perimeter sets the size of the airway, and the maximum airway calibre (as the
basement membrane is inextensible). Airway wall thickening can further impinge
upon the airway lumen space, restricting airflow, while the amount of ASM present
determines the overall contractile capacity and hence capacity for airway narrowing
when the muscle is activated.
which cannot be directly measured on a patient-specific basis can
be back-filled using population-level averages, depending on a fairly
course-grained disease status classification: non-asthma (NA), non-
fatal asthma (NFA) or fatal asthma (FA). Our definition of remod-
elling phenotypes is in turn based on these disease status classifica-
tions: the large airway remodelling only phenotype (LO) is based on
FA airways above order 10 and NA airways below; conversely the
small airway remodelling only phenotype (SO) has NA airways above
threshold and FA below.

A minimal representation of the complete airway tree structure
can thus be obtained by starting with the CT segmentation data for
the large airways, growing the airways below the resolution
threshold using a volume-filling algorithm (Tawhai et al., 2004),
and then backfilling the unmeasured airway parameters using
the statistical model built from the biobank data.

OCT and PS-OCT. One way to reduce this dependence on biobank
data is to use additional patient-specific data obtained via conven-
tional OCT, PS-OCT and bronchoscopy. That is, we consider a
clincally-plausible procedure in which the patient undergoes bron-
choscopy using OCT and PS-OCT in order to obtain airway calibre,
wall area, and ASM area in each imaged airway; such a procedure
will be limited to relatively large airways by the probe size, and in
the number of airways imaged by time constraints. While such
procedures are not performed commonly at present, the technol-
ogy to do so exists, and this could be a viable clinical option. How-
ever, no direct data from a patient yet exists. As such we generate
synthetic data as follows: we combine the biobank data (above) to
create a synthetic ground truth for the airways to be measured,
about which an estimated degree of measurement variation is
imposed. Based on preliminary data (Adams et al., 2016), we esti-
mate the measurement uncertainty at 4% standard deviation for all
assessed parameters.

Data source combination. Using the representations described
above, several distinct scenarios are considered. In all cases we
take the initial CT data as known. In the first scenario, we imagine
using CT as the only patient-specific data source, and backfilling all
unmeasured parameters from the appropriate biobank-calibrated
statistical model (based on population data). In the second, we
imagine augmenting the initial CT segmentation with OCT and
PS-OCT data for the larger airways (Pbm, WA, and ASM area). Clearly
the first approach will have greater uncertainty; the salient ques-



Fig. 2. Sample pair of steady state solutions; comparison between pre-BT and post-
BT, where only the BT treated central airways have been structurally altered. Flow is
normalized to nominal (Donovan, 2016).
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tion is the magnitude of the reduction in uncertainty due to the
inclusion of the OCT/PS-OCT measurements, and if either approach
has sufficiently low uncertainty in order to be plausibly used for
patient-specific therapies.

As a practical matter, the sources of uncertainty from each ele-
ment above are controlled by having three distinct seeds which
control the random generation of the airway tree structure: a first
seed for generation of the large airway structure from biobank
data, a second seed for the OCT/PS-OCT measurement error (4%
standard deviation) in the large airways, and a third seed for gen-
eration of the small airway structure from biobank data. By appro-
priately fixing some seeds, and allowing the others to vary,
different sources of uncertainty can be addressed individually.

2.2. Dynamical model

The dynamical model of airway constriction, flow conservation
and pressure balance in the airway tree is based on Donovan
(2017) and ideas from Anafi and Wilson (2001) and Venegas
et al. (2005). We write r for the vector of airway lumen radii,
and p and q for pressure and flow vectors respectively, (see
Fig. 1b) and for the ith airway we have

_ri ¼ q /ðri; r;p;qÞ � rið Þ ð1Þ
where q controls the airway relaxation time scale. The function /
describes static airway behaviour, e.g. / ¼ RðPtmðrÞÞ by composition,
specifically where RðPtmÞ describes airway radius as a function of
transmural pressure according to

RðPtmÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
i ð1� Ptm=PAÞ�nA

q
; Ptm 6 0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2imax � ðr2imax � R2
i Þð1� Ptm=PBÞ�nB

q
; Ptm > 0

8><
>: ð2Þ

often called the Lambert model (Lambert et al., 1982). The parame-
ters of Eq. (2) depend upon airway order and values are given in
Donovan (2016). The function PðrÞ gives airway transmural pressure
as a function of the radius as

PtmðriÞ ¼ pmidi
� jRref

ri
þ sðriÞ: ð3Þ

where the second and third terms are the airway smooth muscle
(ASM) and parenchymal tethering pressures. The first includes the
ASM activation parameter j, which in turn is controlled by the level
of agonist dose (Donovan, 2016; Ijpma et al., 2015), and a / r�1

dependence arising from the Laplace law. The second arises from
the restoring forces generated by the parenchyma surrounding
the airway, and is described by

sðriÞ ¼ 2li
Rref � ri
Rref

� �
þ 1:5

Rref � ri
Rref

� �2
 !

ð4Þ

according to Lai-Fook (1979). Here l is the parenchymal shear mod-
ulus, which is dependent on lung inflation and hence provides cou-
pling between airways via so-called parenchymal interdependence.
Here we implement the spatially dependent shear modulus as a
scattered interpolant, with the interpolant nodes are fixed at the
terminal airway units, where the local inflation (and hence shear
modulus) is known. Specifically, linear interpolation is used within
the Delaunay triangulation of the scattered sample points to deter-
mine inflation away from the terminal units, see Donovan (2017).
The parameter pmidi

is the mid-airway pressure, and Rref is the refer-
ence radius (Donovan, 2016).

In the conducting airways, the flow conservation constraints are

qm ¼ qd1 þ qd2 ð5Þ
where the notation indicates the mother and two daughter
branches at each junction. In each airway, we assume Poiseuille
flow

Dpi ¼ air�4
i qi ð6Þ

where the constants ai absorb all dependencies aside from radius,
pressure and flow (Donovan, 2016, 2017).

This system of differential algebraic equations can be imple-
mented generally in terms of connectivity matrices, and thus any
patient-specific geometry can easily be implemented in terms of
these matrices. Full details, including the details of the connectivity
matrices, are given in the methods section of ref Donovan (2016).

The algebraic constraints can be eliminated by taking advantage
of the linearity of pressure (Donovan, 2016). Conceptually we then
have a first order system of ordinary differential equations for the
airway luminal radii

d~r
dt

¼ f ð~r;~CÞ ð7Þ

where ~r are the luminal radii, ~C contains the airway structural
parameters, and the function f now contains not just the original
airway dynamics but now also incorporates the (now eliminated)
algebraic constraints. These parameters, and implicitly the form of
f, encode the airway tree connectivity structure as a network and
can be explicitly given in terms of the airway tree connectivity
matrices (Donovan, 2016). We assume a volume-controlled breath-
ing situation, in which driving pressures are determined in order to
maintain the target tidal volumes (see Donovan and Kritter, 2015).
Driving pressures are constrained to the physiological range, and
simulations in which tidal volumes cannot be maintained without
a physical pressures are discarded; in general this occurs only at
high doses of contractile agonist, and in cases of severe disease.

Resistance is calculated as the real part of impedance using a
post hoc method, summing appropriately over series and parallel
pathways using a Poiseuille form in each airway; these methods
have been used extensively (Donovan, 2016, 2017; Donovan
et al., 2018, 2019) and were originally described in Refs. Lutchen
and Gillis (1997) and William Thorpe and Bates (1997).

2.3. BT treatment model

Following Donovan et al. (2018) we assume a 75% reduction in
ASM in the BT treated airways and a concomitant reduction in total
wall area. Non BT-treated (smaller) airways are structurally unal-
tered. (Note that altering the assumed level of ASM reduction does



Fig. 3. Dose-response curves comparing control (pre-BT) and post-BT outcomes for non asthma (NA) and fatal asthma (FA) in panel (a), and large airway remodelling only
phenotype (LO) and small airway only remodelling phenotype (SO) in panel (b). Dose is a generic ASM agonist, roughly equivalent to methacholine in terms of ASM activation
according to Ijpma et al. (2015). Error bars show standard error.
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not dramatically alter the results or underlying processes Donovan
et al., 2019).

A sample simulation pair, pre-BT and post-BT at steady state, is
shown in Fig. 2 for an FA case at approximately 75% of maximal
ASM activation. Repeating this process for different levels of ASM
activation, different realizations of the structural parameters from
the statistical models of structure, and also calculating the airways
resistance (Lutchen and Gillis, 1997) allows a characterization of
both the phenotype-specific response to BT, as well as uncertainty
quantification for possible patient-specific treatments based on CT
data, biobank data, and OCT/PS-OCT data.
2 While a larger-still number of simulations might be desirable, this is currently
precluded by the computational cost of approximately 1 CPU-day per simulation.
3. Results

3.1. Phenotype-specific response: large airway remodelling vs small
airway remodelling

Dose-response curves showing the response of each asthma
phenotype to BT are shown in Fig. 3. Here dose is a generic ASM
agonist, roughly equivalent to methacholine in terms of ASM acti-
vation according to Ijpma et al. (2015). The FA and NA curves are as
originally shown in Donovan et al. (2018) but are reproduced here
as a useful reference comparison for the large airway remodelling
only (LO) and small airway remodelling only (SO) phenotypes. In
all cases, we see the characteristic response of little-to-no
improvement at very low agonist dose, but progressive increases
in response with both increasing dose and disease severity. These
functional improvements are driven by a reduction in flow hetero-
geneity, which can be seen in Fig. 2 for a single pair, and has been
characterized more extensively using a spatial heterogeneity index
in ref Donovan et al. (2018). The LO phenotype has a substantial BT
response, as is expected with disease confined to the large airways,
and a treatment which directly alters the airway structure only the
large airways. The more modest improvement in the SO phenotype
is perhaps also to be expected, given previous findings of down-
stream improvements in the small airways driven by the BT-
treated large airways. This perhaps suggests that BT should be rel-
atively favoured in the LO phenotype in comparison to other
potential therapies, for example monoclonal antibody therapy
(Langton et al., 2020), though that comparison also depends on
the phenotype response of the other therapies. It is also interesting
to note the relative severity of the LO and SO phenotypes, with the
former having function levels almost comparable to FA, while SO
levels are perhaps closer to NA.
3.2. Uncertainty quantification for patient-specific modelling

Using the statistical models described in Section 2.1 to generate
appropriate airway tree representations for each case, we can sim-
ilarly assess the level of uncertainty expected in the distinct cases
of using only CT and biobank data, or augmenting with OCT/PS-
OCT measurements of the large airways. These cases can be further
broken down into the contributions to the uncertainty from differ-
ent sources.

3.2.1. CT data only
A simple assessment of the uncertainty based on using only CT

and biobank data to attempt patient-specific modelling for a single
FA patient is shown in Fig. 4a. The left panel shows the dose-
response curves for 5 independent realizations of the structural
model (i.e. distinct instances of the backfilling of absent parame-
ters from the biobank-calibrated statistical model). Sample flow
patterns at �75% maximal ASM activation are shown as well.
Clearly here there is a great deal of variability in the response given
the input uncertainty, and making useful patient-specific predic-
tions on this basis would be challenging. While this is a small num-
ber of simulations used for easy visualisation, a more robust
examination will follow. One caveat is that we have not incorpo-
rated WA measurements which may be possible from CT in the
large airways, which could potentially reduce the observed uncer-
tainty; see the Discussion.

3.2.2. CT augmented with OCT/PS-OCT
We now consider the reduction in uncertainty due to inclusion

of the OCT/PS-OCT measurements in the large airways. The
remaining uncertainty is then due to two sources: i) the measure-
ment uncertainty in the PS-OCT assessed airways, and ii) the bio-
bank backfilling uncertainty, now confined to the smaller airways.

These visualizations shown in Fig. 4b with a small number of
samples suggest the relative magnitudes of the uncertainties
involved. A more explicit quantification of these uncertainties,
and histograms are given in Fig. 5 for a much larger number of
samples (500)2. Panel (a) shows the overall uncertainty when using
only CT and biobank data; normalizing yields a standard deviation of
0.47 – as suggested previously, probably too large to be of use in
patient-specific modelling. Within panel (a), the left panel shows



Fig. 4. Illustration of uncertainty levels based on differing levels of input uncertainty. (a) using CT data only; (b) using CT data augmented with OCT/PS-OCT data. In each case
the left-hand panel shows the family of dose-response curves, with dose in terms of log(dose) of a generic agonist (e.g. methacholine) and response in terms of total
resistance. The right-hand panels show the variation in the corresponding flow patterns at � 75% of maximum activation.

Fig. 5. Explicit histogram quantification of uncertainty for the patient-specific FA model. Panel (a): overall uncertainty assuming only CT and biobank data availability. Left
hand panel shows normalized dose-response curves, while the right hand panel shows the probabilities (histogram) of outcomes at maximum dose shown. Panel (b) shows
the improvement resulting from inclusion of OCT/PS-OCT data. Including OCT/PS-OCT measurements of the large airways reduces uncertainty by close to an order of
magnitude.
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the overlaid dose-response curves, while the smaller right-hand
panel gives the probabilities of each outcome at the maximum dose
shown. Panel (b) uses the same layout to illustrate the improvement
when including OCT/PS-OCT data. With a normalized resistance
standard deviation of 0.06, the overall uncertainty has reduced by
nearly an order of magnitude. This substantial improvement makes
patient-specific modelling viable using clinically-obtainable data.
Note that Fig. 5 uses a reduced maximum level of agonist stimula-
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tion relative to Fig. 4a and b in order to avoid extensive loss of data
due to discarded simulations in which tidal volumes cannot be
maintained without aphysical driving pressures (see Section 2.2).

It is possible to further break down the sources of uncertainty;
that is, in panel (b), how much of the overall uncertainty is due to
the variation of the OCT/PS-OCT measurement error, and how
much to the biobank data backfilling? This too can be explicitly
quantified by appropriately fixing and varying the random seeds,
and indeed the two sources are comparable, with the former con-
tributing r ¼ 0:043 and the latter r ¼ 0:042. Thus the measure-
ment uncertainty in the large airways from OCT/PS-OCT has
approximately the same effect on overall uncertainty as does the
biobank statistical model for the smaller airways.
4. Discussion and conclusions

We have considered the potential for phenotype-specific and
patient-specific modelling of asthmatic lungs, with a particular
emphasis on BT. We studied the proposed structural phenotypes
of Elliot et al. (2015) in which airway remodelling may be confined
to either the large airways only (LO phenotype) or small airways
only (SO phenotype). In such a configuration, it is perhaps unsur-
prising that the LO phenotype exhibits a much greater response
to BT, as BT is a treatment which directly alters the structure the
large airways only. However, several aspects are notable: i) that
the SO phenotype does display a small response, as is expected
from the underlying mechanism of action (viz. reduction in venti-
lation heterogeneity propagating from the central airways to the
periphery); ii) that the overall severity of the LO phenotype
appears to be appreciably worse than the SO phenotype; and iii)
the viability of phenotype-specific modelling to help to develop
phenotype-targeted BT.

We then proceeded to consider the viability of patient-specific
modelling, and the degrees of uncertainty in patient-specific mod-
elling which can be obtained by means of different combinations of
clinically-plausible data. We considered two possibilities: patient-
specific modelling based on CT and biobank data only, and a ver-
sion which uses OCT/PS-OCT to make direct measurements of the
structural properties of the large airways, beyond what can be
obtained by CT alone, rather than using biobank data to reconstruct
these measurements. This analysis suggests that while relying on
CT data alone as a patient-specific measurement has a large degree
of uncertainty which potentially compromises the value of patient-
specific predictions, the inclusion of OCT/PS-OCT measurements
reduces the uncertainty by close to an order of magnitude, and
forms a viable platform for patient-specific analysis. The uncer-
tainty analysis was performed for the FA group only; while it is
possible that other phenotypes would have significantly different
uncertainty profiles with respect to different data sources, there
is no intuitive reason to suspect that this is the case. Computational
cost precludes testing all phenotypes in this way, but future stud-
ies could target selected phenotypes of interest.

There are several specific limitations which bear further scru-
tiny. We have assumed that CT is unable to provide an assessment
of wall area. To the extent that it is possible to extract reliable wall
area measurements from CT (e.g. Eddy et al., 2019), this would of
course reduce the uncertainty inherent in the CT only assessment;
however, not to the degree of that augmented by OCT/PS-OCT,
which would provide both higher resolution of the wall area mea-
surement in those large airways, and also discrimination of the
ASM layer, which is not possible by CT. Thus a version of CT mea-
surement, including wall area assessment in the larger airways,
would be expected to lie between these two scenarios.

We have not attempted to account for variability of the ASM
reduction due to BT, either on an inter-subject or intra-subject
basis, because the current evidence available on this point is not
adequate to attempt to do so; indeed, even the average reductions
are a subject of some contention (Brook et al., 2019; Donovan et al.,
2019). However, PS-OCT has the potential to change this situation
dramatically by providing relatively easy access toin vivomeasure-
ments of ASM (e.g. without resorting to biopsy) both before and
after BT, and hence to provide a much more thorough characteriza-
tion of this response. If this potential is realized it will not only set-
tle the question of the average reduction, but also allow
characterization of the variability of this response, both within
and between patients.

We have also neglected any error in the CT segmentation of the
large airways. This would serve to further increase the uncertainty
in the CT-only approach; given the large degree of uncertainty pre-
sent in that approach, this is unlikely to alter the underlying con-
clusions. We have also only considered the sensitivity of one
particular model, where others do exist (Venegas et al., 2005;
Leary et al., 2014; Roth et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2017;
Chernyavsky et al., 2018; Stewart and Jensen, 2015) and may not
necessarily offer the same conclusions. Nonetheless, any model
which might be extended to a patient-specific setting would need
to undergo some sort of uncertainty quantification, and it is prob-
able that a similar benefit from OCT/PS-OCT inclusion might be
found.

Several additional challenges loom. Other forms of patient-
specific measurement might be included, especially those which
indirectly reflect underlying structural properties, but from which
structure might be inferred. For example, measurements of inte-
grated function (such as the forced expiratory volume in one sec-
ond) might constrain the underlying structure, but this in itself is
a difficult problem (Polak et al., 2020). Similarly, hyperpolarised
MRI can provide information about flow patterns (Castro et al.,
2011), but the structural implications would have to be inferred.
To the extent that these measures can be included, they will reduce
the inherent uncertainty, but these problems remain to be
addressed.
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